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This book offers an introduction and advanced techniques of scheduling applications to cloud manufac-

turing and Industry 4.0 systems for larger audience. The Industry 4.0 technology and cloud manufactur-

ing are enabling flexible production, particularly through the use of cyber-physical systems and highly 

customized assemblies in order to deliver manufacturing services on-demand to consumers. Another 

peculiarity of scheduling in cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0 is its data-driven nature. Such innova-

tive production strategies engender new challenges and opportunities for scheduling. This book uncov-

ers fundamental principles and recent developments in the theory and application of scheduling method-

ology to cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0.  

 

The Purpose of the Book, the Needs it will Address, and any Distinctive or Innovative Treatments: 

Cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0 emerge with specific scheduling problems with complex hybrid 

logical and terminal constraints, non-stationarity in process execution as well as complex interrelations 
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between dynamics in process design, capacity utilization, and machine setups. One difficulty is the 

strong coupling when product and process are created simultaneously. Simultaneous product and pro-

cess creation directs the discussion in a class of scheduling problems that have mixed structural-

temporal-logical constraints This requires further investigation and the application of a broad range of 

methodical approaches.  

The purpose of this book is to comprehensively present recent developments in scheduling in cloud 

manufacturing and Industry 4.0 and to systemize these developments in new taxonomies and methodo-

logical principles to shape this new research domain. This book addresses the needs of both researchers 

and practitioners to uncover the challenges and opportunities of scheduling techniques’ applications to 

cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0. For the first time, it comprehensively conceptualizes scheduling 

in cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0 systems as a new research domain. The chapters of the book 

are written by the leading international experts and utilize methods of operations research, industrial en-

gineering and computer science. Such a multi-disciplinary combination is unique and comprehensively 

deciphers major problem taxonomies, methodologies, and applications to scheduling in cloud manufac-

turing and Industry 4.0. 

 

Distinctive Features: 

 It uncovers fundamental principles and recent developments in the theory and application of 

scheduling methodology to cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0.  

 Bridging the scheduling theory to cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0 systems 

 Systemizing new developments and deciphering taxonomies and methodological principles to 

shape the new research domain scheduling in cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0 systems 

 Innovative applications of scheduling in cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0  

 Consideration of models with only terminal constraints, with hybrid terminal-logical constraints, 

and with hybrid structural-terminal-logical constraints 

 Analysis of computational algorithms 

 Data-driven scheduling models and analytics 

 Unique multi-disciplinary view with utilization of operations research, industrial engineering and 

computer science techniques 

 

The Intended Audience: 

Graduate and PhD students in industrial engineering, operations research and management science, pro-

duction engineers, supply chain and operations management professionals, operations and supply chain 

researchers. 

 

Chapter Submission       
 

The variety of quantitative analysis methodologies, hybrid methodologies and the analytics-driven ap-

proaches, and survey papers are welcome. 
 

The book will consist of about 20 chapters. The length of each Chapter should be about 15-25 pages, 

including references and all figures and tables. Springer template T1 should be used for Chapter prepa-

rations, including Springer reference style: https://www.springer.com/gp/authors-editors/book-authors-

editors/manuscript-preparation/5636. All the permissions should be obtained by the authors prior to the 

Chapter submission. 
 

Submission Deadline: September 30, 2019. 

Chapters should be submitted to Managing Editor:  

Prof. Dr. Dmitry Ivanov; E-Mail: divanov(at)hwr-berlin.de 
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